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Abstract
Disentangled representations support a range of downstream tasks including causal reasoning, generative modeling, and fair machine learning. Unfortunately, disentanglement has been shown to be impossible without the incorporation of supervision or inductive bias. Given that supervision is often expensive or infeasible to acquire, we choose
to incorporate structural inductive bias and present an unsupervised, deep State-Space-Model for Video Disentanglement (VDSM). The model disentangles latent time-varying
and dynamic factors via the incorporation of hierarchical
structure with a dynamic prior and a Mixture of Experts decoder. VDSM learns separate disentangled representations
for the identity of the object or person in the video, and for
the action being performed. We evaluate VDSM across a
range of qualitative and quantitative tasks including identity and dynamics transfer, sequence generation, Fréchet Inception Distance, and factor classification. VDSM achieves
state-of-the-art performance and exceeds adversarial methods, even when the methods use additional supervision.

1. Introduction
In general, humans are able to reason about the identity
of an object and the object’s motion independently, thereby
implying that identity and motion are considered as disentangled generative attributes [38, 9]. In other words, a
change to an object’s motion does not affect the object’s
identity. For example, in sign language translation, the
canonical form of a gesture exists independently of the identity or appearance of the signer. In order to reason independently about the latent factors underlying identity and
motion, it is therefore desirable to seek disentanglement.
Achieving disentangled representations is a long standing goal for machine learning, and supports causal reasoning [72, 10, 90, 97], fair machine learning [63, 66, 20, 99],
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Figure 1. VDSM action transfer for the Sprites dataset [60]. The
target action embedding is transferred swapped with one from a
different identity and the sequence is generated.

generalizability [41, 13], structured/controllable inference
and prediction [106], attribute transfer [14, 73], and improved performance on downstream tasks [9, 57, 79, 74,
98]. Unfortunately, being able to consistently learn a disentangled representation such that the factors correspond with
meaningful attributes has been shown to be both theoretically and empirically impossible without the use of some
form of supervision or inductive bias [21, 64]. However,
acquiring high-quality supervision is expensive and timeconsuming. Whilst many methods rely on such supervision,
we consider how the implicit structure embedded in video
data can be leveraged and reflected in the structure of the
model, in order to achieve unsupervised disentanglement.
We propose Video Disentanglement via State-SpaceModeling (VDSM). VDSM is motivated by a careful consideration of the generative structure of a video sequence,
which is assumed to be composed of identity (i.e. the
canonical appearance of an object or person), an action
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(i.e. dictating the dynamics governing change over time),
and pose (i.e. the time varying aspects of appearance).
In summary, VDSM: 1) Is a completely unsupervised approach that avoids the need for adversarial training. 2) Incorporates a novel structure designed to factorise appearance and motion, using a strong mixture of decoders to
separate identity. 3) Produces embeddings that achieve
state-of-the-art classification performance. 4) Far exceeds
GAN based approaches in sequence generation (evidenced
by FID scores). 5) Produces superior disentanglement compared to approaches which use forms of supervision. 6) Exceeds accuracy consistency by over 30% compared to the
nearest competing approach. 7) Produces qualitative results
that reflect the quantitative performance in terms of disentanglement and image quality.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. First
we discuss related work in Section 2 before describing the
structure and training of VDSM in Section 3. We provide
qualitative and quantitative experiments in Section 4 and
conclude in Section 5.

2. Related Work
Disentanglement is an ongoing challenge for machine
learning. However, achieving consistent, interpretable disentanglement without some form of supervision or inductive bias is impossible [64]. A large body of recent work
seeks disentanglement via the incorporation of various levels of weak- [98, 65, 22, 13, 85, 17] or semi-supervision
[66, 71, 62, 87]. Many of these methods seek disentanglement between static and time-varying factors in sequences
(such as content and pose). Impressive results have been
achieved in extending this goal to multi-object tracking
[3, 53, 24, 54, 89, 42]. Such an approach has the advantage of trading the need for explicit supervision with structural inductive bias. For example, Grathwohl & Wilson
(2016) [30] utilize variational inference with hierarchical
latent factors and a slow-feature regularizing penalty to disentangle content and pose. Denton & Birodkar (2017) [22]
disentangle content from pose by combining adversarial
training with two deterministic, recurrent encoder-decoders.
They incorporate an adversarial component which discriminates between content encodings from within the same or
between different sequences. Other methods which seek
disentanglement between static and time-varying factors include: S3VAE [111], which uses recurrent variational autoencoders; VideoVAE [36], a semi-supervised technique
that enables attribute control for video generation; Factorizing VAE (FAVAE) [105], which uses multi-scale timebased convolution with variational autoencoders; Disentangled Sequental Autoencoders (DSA) [60] and Disentangled
State Space Model (DSSM) [70] which undertake structured variational inference; and G3AN [100] and MoCoGAN [93] both Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs).

Other networks which leverage structure to model sequence dynamics include a wide range of latent variable
and state-space variational methods. For instance, Deep
Kalman Filters [55] extend the structure of the traditional
Kalman filter to incorporate recent deep learning techniques for video prediction. Structured inference networks
[56] leverage similar structural considerations for sequential data, facilitating time-series causal inference from the
disentangled representations. These networks are similar
to other stochastic latent variable networks for sequence
modeling, which tend to vary according to the structure
imposed in the generative and inference models (see e.g.
[8, 108, 101, 33, 34, 80, 82, 7, 18, 68, 4, 101, 31, 26, 29]).
Not all methods are concerned with achieving factor disentanglement, and many are primarily designed to generate or predict future video frames. These networks may
still include structured variational and/or adversarial techniques. Recent attempts at video generation include SinGAN [83] which produces a video sequence from a single image; various multi-scale generative adversarial networks [69, 19, 1]; the Latent Video Transformer [75] which
applies transformers [95] to discrete latent representations
learned in an autoencoder [76]; and pixel-level autoregressive methods [102, 47].
Evidently, the tasks of video generation and disentanglement overlap, particularly when structured networks are
used. The more inductive bias is used, the more domainspecific the network tends to become. For example, the network may incorporate inductive bias corresponding to the
physical laws of interaction and motion [25, 6, 107, 16, 92,
32]. We prefer to keep our method general, such that it may
be applied to non-vision related tasks for which the benefits
of such inductive bias may be inappropriate.
In terms of structure, our method ‘VDSM’, is probably closest to DSA [60], Structured Inference Networks
[56], DSSM [70] and Factorized Hierarchical VAE (FSVAE) [43]. In terms of the computer vision applications,
VDSM is most similar to the recently released S3VAE [111]
and G3AN [100]. The latter two methods seek to disentangle motion and appearance for video data, and incorporate
various forms of weak- or semi-supervision, such as optical flow [111], or labels for conditional motion generation
[100]. Importantly, and in contrast with these two methods,
our network does not use any form of supervision.
Whilst adversarial methods such as G3AN and MoCoGAN are popular and have been shown to work well for
density estimation and sequence generation, they are also
notoriously difficult and unreliable to train [71, 59, 27].
Furthermore, recent work has highlighted that adversarial
training is potentially unnecessary, and that non-adversarial
methods can achieve comparable or better results across a
wide range of tasks [71, 76, 39, 94, 103, 27]. Finally, supervision may not always be available, and unsupervised
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Figure 2. Block diagram of VDSM architecture. Gray lines indicate mixture of expert selection, dashed lines indicate inference,
solid lines indicate generation, and looped arrows indicate autoregressive dependency.
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or action being performed, and then decoded following a
sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq) structure [91]. A combination network (in yellow) takes the output of the seq2seq network and parameterizes a posterior distribution znt which,
when combined with the dynamics dn and the static factors
sn , are decoded to reconstruct the original images. In the
decoding stage, the static factors sn are also used to blend
weights from a bank of decoders that form the Mixture of
Experts (MoE) decoder which specializes in reconstructing
information relevant to identity.
According to the task of image reconstruction through
a structured, probabilistic bottleneck, VDSM resembles a
variational autoencoder [51, 78]. We incorporate inductive
bias in the form of hierarchical latent structure, dynamic
priors, Markov factorization, and architectural constraints
(e.g. MoE and seq2seq). The generative model for VDSM
is shown in Figure 3 and can be factorized as follows:
pθ (xnt=1:Tn , sn , dn , znt=1:Tn ) =

znt=Tn

pθ (sn )pθ (dn )pθ (znt=1 )

n

Tn
Y

pθ (xnt |sn , znt )pθ (znt |znt−1 , dn )

t=2

1
)
Ns
ŝn = softmax (sn /τs )
pθ (sn ) = N (0,

xnt=1

xnt=2

xnt=Tn

pθ (dn ) = N (0, 1)
pθ (xnt |sn , znt ) = Bern (DECM oE (ŝn , {sn , znt }))

Figure 3. Generative model for VDSM with images x, latent pose
z, motion dynamics d, and static factors / content s. Grey shading
indicates pre-trained components.

methods are more generally applicable in scenarios where
labels (even partial labels) are not available. VDSM intends
to address the considerable challenge of disentangling key
generative factors in sequences (pose, identity, dynamics)
without supervision, and without adversarial training.

3. Video Disentanglement with State-Space
Modeling (VDSM)
Consider N sequences of natural images {xn1:Tn }N
n=1
for which we may assume each image in a sequence
lies on some significantly lower-dimensional manifold.
We wish to encode the images via a stochastic mapping
pθ (znt , sn , dn |xnt=1:Tn ) where xnt=1:Tn is the nth sequence
of Tn images, and z ∈ Rκz , s ∈ Rκs and d ∈ Rκd provide
compact representations for the time varying latent factors
(e.g. pose), static latent factors (e.g. identity), and the action
dynamics (e.g. waving), respectively.
A block diagram for VDSM is shown in Figure 2. Inspecting this figure, it can be seen that images from a sequence are first encoded individually into two latent partitions hnt (which vary over the sequence), and sn (which remain constant throughout a sequence. The time varying features are summarized by dn which represents the dynamics

pθ (znt=1 ) = N (0, 1)

pθ (znt>1 ) = N µtr (znt−1 , dn ), σtr (znt−1 , dn )
(1)
Considering this factorization and Figure 3, for sequence
n we sample an action from the dynamics/action factor dn
and an initial pose znt=1 . These are fed into a transition network (green) which produces the next pose factor znt=2 and
we repeat this for Tn timepoints. The transition network
outputs the location µtr (znt−1 , dn ) and scale σtr (znt−1 , dn )
for a diagonal Gaussian parameterizing the next timepoint
znt . We then sample an identity/static factor sn . For each
timepoint, we concatenate this factor with the pose zt for
timepoints t = 1 : Tn and pass them into a Mixture of
Experts (MoE) Decoder, resulting in the conditional likelihood pθ (xnt |sn , znt ). The MoE weights are determined by
ŝn which is derived by dividing factors sn by temperature
τs and applying a softmax operation. The conditional likelihood (i.e., the distribution of generated images) is Bernoulli
distributed according to Eq. 1 but can be chosen according
to the data. Ns (line 3 Eq. 1) represents a prior ‘guess’ as to
the number of distinct individuals/identities. ŝn is simplectic and similar to the Dirichlet distribution; it sums to 1, and
the parameter τs controls the temperature [28].1 A Dirichlet
distribution was found to be less stable to train.
1 Similar
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to the Gumbel Softmax, or Concrete distributions [67, 44].
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Figure 4. Inference model for VDSM with images x, latent pose z,
motion dynamics d, encoder bi-LSTM and decoder LSTM hidden
states h and h̄ resp., and static factors / content s. [49]. Together
the encoder and decoder LSTMs form a seq2seq model with dynamics dn as the bottleneck/summary vector. Grey background
shading indicates pre-trained components.

In order to undertake this inference, we leverage stochastic variational inference (SVI) [45, 78, 51] to learn an
approximate posterior distribution qφ (.) according to the
VDSM inference model shown in Equation 2. In words,
the static factor representing the identity of an individual
sn is represented as a diagonal-Gaussian distribution. The
location and scale for this Gaussian are parameterized as
functions fs of the average of the identity encodings of the
images in a sequence using encoder ENCs (xnt=1:Tn ). The
function fs is a linear/fully-connected layer with a nonlinear activation. By taking the average, we force the network to learn factors which remain constant over the course
of a sequence (i.e., the identity). Before the softmax operation, τs is used to anneal the temperature of this distribution during training. The time-varying pose embeddings
from the encoder ENCz (not shown in Eq. 2) are fed into
a recurrent, bidirectional Long Short Term Memory (biLSTM) [40] network, the final hidden state of which hn
is fed through functions fdµ (.) and fdσ (.) (also linear layers with non-linear activations) to parameterize a Gaussian
distribution for dynamics factors dn . The dynamics embedding dn is duplicated and used as the initial hidden and cell
states for a decoding (uni-directional) LSTM. This decoder
LSTM produces hidden states at each timestep h̄t which are
fed to the combiner functions µcomb and σcomb , with znt−1

qφ (dn |xnt=1:Tn ) = (N fdµ (hn ), fdσ (nn ))
qφ (znt |xnt=1:Tn , dn ) =
n
n
n
N (µcomb (zt−1 , h̄t , d ), σcomb (znt−1 , h̄t , dn )))
(2)
*
+

pθ (xnt=1:Tn , sn , dn , znt=1:Tn )
maxφ,θ
qφ (sn , dn , znt=1:Tn | xni=1:Tn )) q
φ

pD(xn )

(3)
The goal of the inference model is to make the problem
of latent inference possible through the use of parametric
approximating posteriors. Together, the generation and inference models can be optimized as part of a stochastic,
amortized, variational inference objective, known as the Evidence Lower Bound (ELBO), given in Equation 3. The
ELBO objective may be derived similarly to [56] (also see
supplementary material) and is shown in Equation 4. In
Eq. 4, each λ term represents a hyperparameter used for
annealing the corresponding KL (Kullback-Liebler divergence) objective term during training.
L(xn1:Tn ; (θ, φ)) =
Tn
X

Eqφ (znt ,sn |xn1:T ) [log pθ (xnt |znt , sn )]
n

t=1

−λd (KL(qφ (dn |xn1:Tn )||pθ (dn )))
−λs (KL(qφ (sn |xn1:Tn )||pθ (sn )))

(4)

−λz (KL(qφ (zn1 |xn1:Tn , dn )||pθ (zn1 ))
−λz

Tn
X

Eqφ (znt−1 |xn1:T

n

,dn )

t=2

KL(qφ (znt |znt−1 , dn , xn1:Tn )||pθ (znt |znt−1 , dn )))

3.1. Functional Form
As depicted in Figures 3 and 4, there are a number of
functions with learnable parameters in the generative and
inference models of VDSM.
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Encoder and Static Factors: The encoder functions
ENC{s,z} (.) (pink block in Figure 4) are used to infer the
static and time varying embeddings of the images at each
timestep. It comprises 5 layers of anti-aliased convolution [110] downsampling, as well as two separate fullyconnected embedding layers with non-linear activations.
The identity embedding is averaged over a sequence and
fed through a fully-connected layer fs (.) (light gray block
in Figure 4) which is used to infer the identity/static factor
for a sequence sn .
Dynamics Layer and LSTMs: The Dynamics layer
(red block Figure 4) comprises fdµ (.) and fdσ (.) which are
fully-connected neural network layers with non-linear activations used to infer the location and scale of the dynamics/action factor dn and are fed with the last hidden state
from the encoder bi-LSTM. It therefore represents a bottleneck inside a seq2seq network. The seq2seq network’s unidirectional LSTM decoder uses the inferred dn as the initial
hidden and initial cell states, and produces per-timestep hidden states h̄nt which are fed to the combiner.
The Combiner: The Combiner (yellow block in Figure 4) is used to infer the current latent pose factor at time t
given the current hidden state from the decoder LSTM, the
previous latent pose factor, and the dynamics: znt |znt−1 , h¯nt .
The function is parameterized as follows:
ĥnt = {h̄nt , dn }
cnt = 0.5(tanh(f7 (znt−1 )) + ĥnt )
loc-combnt = f8 (cnt )
scale-combnt = log(1 + exp(f9 (cnt )))
znt ∼ N (loc-combnt , scale-combnt )

(5)

Where {h̄nt , dn } is the concatenation of the LSTM decoder hidden state and the dynamics, and functions f7−9 (.)
are fully-connected neural network layers with non-linear
activations. During development we explored the use
of Inverse Autogressive Flows (IAFs) to increase the expressivity of the approximating posterior. IAFs are an
adapted form of Normalizing Flow [52, 77] designed for
efficient transformation of simple posterior approximating
distributions. IAFs leverage an invertible transformation
function with a particularly tractable Jacobian determinant
[77, 52, 49]. However, at least in our particular experiments,
we found that the concomitant increase in computational
complexity was not justified by the negligible performance
increase.
Transition Network: Similar to the state-space transition model in [55], the transition network (green block Figure 3) parameterizes the latent time-varying factors znt with
functions µtr (.), σtr (.), each with the following parameterization:

gtn = sigmoid(f2 (ReLU(f1 ({znt−1 , dn }))))
hnt = f4 (ReLU(f3 ({znt−1 , dn })))
loc-transnt

= gt ◦ hnt + (1 − gtn ) ◦ f5 ({znt−1 , dn })
scale-transnt = log(1 + exp(f6 (ReLU(hnt ))))

(6)

where ◦ indicates the Hadamard/elementwise product,
{znt−1 , dn } is the concatenation of the previous pose vector
with the dynamics vector for sequence n, and the functions
f1−6 (.) are fully-connected neural network layers with nonlinear activations. This network is used as part of the generation process to generate successive latent pose factors
znt |znt−1 .
Mixture of Experts Decoder: The Mixture of Experts
(MoE) [109, 84, 46, 23] decoder DECM oE (.) (blue block
in Figure 3) constitutes a bank of Ns upsampling convolution image decoders. Each decoder comprise a series of 2D
transpose convolution and Leaky ReLU activation layers.
The weights and biases for the transpose convolution operations of the bank of MoE decoders are blended according to
a weighted average, where the weighting is determined by
the identity mixture parameter ŝn . In addition, sn (which
is ŝn before temperature annealing and the softmax operation) is concatenated with znt and fed to the input of the
decoder. As the temperature parameter τs is annealed during training, the mixture parameter becomes more ‘peaked’
resulting in a tendency to select individual decoders from
the bank, rather than mix between them. Each decoder in
the bank is therefore given the opportunity to specialize in
reconstructing a particular identity, whilst also leveraging
information encoded in the weights in the entire bank. The
MoE decoder is used as part of the generation process to
generate the images xnt |znt , sn .

3.2. Training and Testing VDSM
Training: Training is split into two stages. Without two
stages, the network tends to push both pose and identity information into d to avoid the averaging operation associated with s. We start by pretraining the encoder ENC{s,z} ,
MoE decoder DECM oE and the Static Factors Layer fs
without modeling the autoregressive structure of the data
(this is illustrated in the gray shaded regions of Figures 3
and 4. In other words, we begin by treating the data as
non-sequential, and group images from the same individuals/identities into batches in order to facilitate the inference
of the identity factor sn and i.i.d. znt . During this first stage,
the objective function is reduced to the following:
L(xn1:Tn ; (θ′ , φ′ )) =

T
1 X
(Eq (z ,s|x ) [log pθ′ (xi |zi , s)]
N i=1 φ′ i i

−λz KL[qφ′ (zi |xi )kpθ′ (z)]) − λs KL[qφ′ (s|xi )kpθ′ (s)])
(7)
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Figure 5. Left: Sprites dataset [60] action transfer examples for S3VAE [111], MN (MonkeyNet) [86] and DSA [60] (results adapted from
[111]). Middle and right: VDSM action transfer on Sprites and moving MNIST datasets [88] respectively. ‘Target Action’ indicates the
desired action, whilst ‘Source ID’ indicates the identity to which the action is transferred during sequence generation.

Here we deliberately use subscript i rather than t to emphasize that the images need not be in any sequential order,
they just need to be grouped according to the same identity. Furthermore, we indicate that we are only training
a subset of the inference and generation parameters with
(θ′ , φ′ ). During pretraining, the KL weight on the static
factors is inversely annealed λs = {0.1, ..., 1.0} (i.e. low
to high) with respect to the KL weight on the pose factor
λz = {30, ..., 1.0} (i.e. high to low), with the number of
steps equal to the number of training epochs. This forces
information to flow through the static factor sn because the
high weight λz pushes the time varying factors zi to zero.
The static factor is computed as an average over embeddings and as such, it is forced to represent the information
which is consistent over the group of images (i.e. the identity). Simultaneously, the temperature parameter τs is gradually increased, resulting in a shift from uniform MoE decoder blending weights, to increasing specialization. Then,
as the weight λz falls, the pose factors zi start to become
useful in encoding information that varies across the groups
of images of the same individual. As such, the pretraining enables us to learn the two most highly-parameterized
deterministic functions used for mapping images to latent
factors and vice versa: the encoder and the MoE decoder. It
is worth noting that the pretraining stage yields a valuable
model in its own right, that disentangles identity from pose.
For instance, in Figure 8, the expression can be swapped
with any ID and vice versa.
The second stage of training is concerned with disentangling the sequence dynamics, and introduces the seq2seq
encoder and decoder LSTMs, the Combiner, and the transition network. The training objective is given by the full
ELBO in Eq. 4. The weights and biases for the encoder
and MoE decoder are all frozen at the end of pretraining,
apart from the final layers preceding the parameterizations
of sn and znt which are allowed to vary during this second
stage. Allowing these layers to be fine-tuned is important in
ensuring that the model learns a valid ELBO during the sequential modeling stage (i.e. by allowing the parameters to

vary we facilitate variational inference). Annealing is used
with λz = {0.1, ..., 1.0} to improve inference of zt and to
help prevent posterior collapse during training [15].
To infer sn , which is primarily learned during the first
stage of training (but fine-tuned in the second stage), we
only need to be able to group images of the same individual
(and these may or may not be from the same sequence). For
dn the images need to be from sequences, but no supervision is required. This allows us to sample multiple images
of the same individual, without needing labels for which individual is being sampled. So long as there is, on average,
some variation across identity between groups of images
(or between sequences), the network can infer the identity
of the individual. VDSM is trained using the Adam [50] optimizer with the Stochastic Variational Inference algorithm
in the Pyro probabilistic programming language [11]. Minimal hyperparameter tuning was undertaken.2
Testing: At test time, the generative model may either
be used unconditionally (where the factors sn , dn , and znt
are sampled from their priors), or be used conditioned on
some initial state. In the latter case, the inference network
may be used to derive sn , dn , hnt=1 , and znt=1 from a sample sequence, or even a single image. The generative model
is then conditioned on these initial factors, and further sampling is undertaken according to Figure 3. The benefit of
this flexible structure is that it allows different factors to be
swapped or controlled independently in order to mix any
identity with any action dynamics.

4. Experiments
VDSM is evaluated on four datasets: MUG [2]; colored
Sprites [60]; synthetic swinging pendula; moving MNIST
(similar to [88]). MUG [2] comprises 3528 videos of 52 individuals performing different facial expressions for anger,
disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, and surprise. The performances vary in length, and were downsampled by a factor of
two (to approximately 8 fps) to improve data efficiency. The
2 Network
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details can be found in supplementary material.

Target Action
G3AN

S3VAE

DSA
MoCoGAN

MonkeyNet

VDSM

Figure 7. Action transfer on the MUG dataset [2] for S3VAE [111],
DSA [60], MonkeyNet [86], and VDSM (ours). Figure adapted
from [111].

S3VAE

VDSM

Figure 6. Downsampled sequence generation samples from G3AN
[100], MoCoGAN [93], S3VAE [111], and VDSM (ours). Figure
adapted from [111, 100].

images were aligned using OpenFace [5], centre cropped,
and resized to 64x64 (similar to [93, 111]). Random segments of length 16 frames were sampled from the sequences
for training, and a 15% holdout set was used for testing.
The Sprites dataset comprises 64x64 sequences of cartoon characters from the Universal LPC SpriteSheet Character Generator performing 3, 8-frame long action sequences (spellcast, slashing, and walking), from 3 viewing
angles. Following [60] we create characters with 7 body
types, 4 shirts, 8 hairstyles, and 5 pants, resulting in 1120
identities. A 10% holdout set was used for testing. The
moving MNIST dataset [88] comprises 55,000 16-frame
long sequences of randomly sampled MNIST digits [58]
moving in random trajectories. A 10% holdout set was used
for testing. Finally, the pendulum dataset represents a synthetic dataset which comprises seven different colored pendula swinging at two speeds (fast and slow).
We evaluate quantitatively in terms of (1) Fréchet Inception Distance (FID) [37, 12] using a 3D ResNeXt 101
[104, 35] pre-trained on Kinetics [48] as per [100], (2) consistency at identity and action classification between real
and generated sequences [61, 111], and (3) in terms of identity and action classification score using the separate identity and dynamics embeddings.3 For (2), the consistency
is measured by comparing the predictions of a classifier
trained to predict ground truth factors from real images with
predictions from sampled images. If the quality of the im3 Additional

results may be found in supplementary material.

Attr.
Acc. Cons. ↑ ID Acc. Dyn. Acc.
Body (Sprites)
99.67
98.67 ↑
52.67 ↓
Shirt (Sprites)
99.67
99.67 ↑
47.33 ↓
Pant (Sprites)
99.00
97.67 ↑
31.67 ↓
Hair (Sprites)
100.00
99.33 ↑
21.00 ↓
Action (Sprites) 99.33
45.00 ↓
99.33 ↑
ID (MUG)
98.67
99.00 ↑
65.67 ↓
Action (MUG)
88.00
57.33 ↓
83.33 ↑
Table 1. For each ground-truth attribute of Sprites and MUG, this
table shows a breakdown of VDSM’s consistency (Acc. Cons.)
and disentanglement accuracy scores in percent using the separate
identity (ID) and dynamics/action (Dyn.) embeddings. Arrows
indicate whether a higher ↑ or lower ↓ score is preferred.
Method
Acc. Sprites Acc. MUG H(y) H(y|x)
VDSM
99.53
93.33
2.21
0.203
S3VAE [111] 99.49
70.51
1.760 0.135
DSA [60]
90.73
54.29
1.657 0.374
MoCo [93]
92.89
63.12
1.721 0.183
Table 2. Results for accuracy consistency (averaged across attributes) between different methods for the Sprites and MUG
datasets, and results for Inter-Entropy H(y) (higher is better) and
Intra-Entropy H(y|x) (lower is better) [36] on the MUG dataset.

ages is high and the network is encoding information about
the identity and action, then the predictions for real and
generated images should be close. For (3) we expect that
disentangled identity and action embeddings to be informative for predicting their respective factors, but not informative for predicting each other’s factors. Finally, we evaluate quantitatively, in terms of identity swapping, dynamics
swapping, and sequence generation quality.

4.1. Quantitative Evaluation
Quantitative results were obtained for 1000 samples
from the test sets. The results in Table 1 show that the
ID embedding is predictive of ID or ID-related attributes
(acc. > 97% for Sprites), but not of action (acc. = 45%
for Sprites). Similarly, the dynamics embedding was highly
predictive of action (acc. > 99% for Sprites) but not of IDrelated attributes (acc. < 53% for Sprites). Interestingly,
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ID

the ID could be classified using the dynamics embedding
for MUG (acc. 66%). We believe this may be because individuals exhibit unique action dynamics that make them
identifiable. This behavior may have relevant application
elsewhere (e.g. gait recognition). Future work should explore whether this behavior is exhibited by other methods.
The breakdown of VDSM’s accuracy consistency scores
in Table 1 demonstrates that there is high corroboration
between action and ID-related attribute classifier predictions for real and generated images. Indeed, the results
for VDSM exceed those from competing methods. In
particular, see the results in Table 2 where MUG performance was > 30% higher than the best competing
method (S3VAE) despite this method using additional supervision (e.g. optical flow). Table 2 also shows the results for Inter- and Intra-Entropy [36] for the same classifier used for the disentanglement
evaluation. These are
P
computed
as
H(y)
=
−
p(y)
log
p(y) and H(y|x) =
y
P
− y p(y|x) log p(y|x) respectively, where y is the predicted attribute label, and x is the given sequence. The
inter- and intra-entropies are averaged across identity and
action prediction results. The results for inter-entropy provide a proxy for diversity, and indicate that, in generation
mode, VDSM produces the most diverse samples. The
results for intra-entropy demonstrate competitive performance with another unsupervised method, DSA. However,
together with the disentanglement and accuracy results in
Table 2 suggest that VDSM’s primary strength is superior,
unsupervised, disentangled representation learning.

Expression

Figure 8. Identity/pose transfer using the pre-trained (nonsequential) components of VDSM on the MUG dataset [2].

FID scores for MUG are shown in Table 3. For this
evaluation 1000 samples were generated firstly by using dn
and sn embeddings derived from real sequences in the test
set (denoted ‘reconstruction’ in the table), and secondly by
generating images unconditionally from the priors (denoted
‘generation’ in the table). In both case, the FID substantially improves upon competing adversarial methods.

4.2. Qualitative Evaluation
Figures 1 and 5 illustrate VDSM’s action transfer performance on the Sprites dataset, and some comparisons are
included in the leftmost part of Figure 5. It can be seen that
VDSM facilitates disentangled transfer, with clean separation of time varying and time static information. In contrast,

Method
FID
VDSM (ours, generation)
44.12
VDSM (ours, reconstruction) 17.64
G3AN [100]
67.12
MoCo [93]
87.11
VGAN [96]
160.76
97.07
TGAN [81]
Table 3. FIDs for MUG. We include VDSM in generation and
reconstruction modes, where samples are drawn unconditionally
from priors or are drawn from approximate posteriors derived from
test set sequences, respectively.

DSA and MonkeyNet struggle to transfer the action, and
S3VAE requires auxiliary information to achieve comparably (e.g. optical flow). The rightmost part of Fig. 5 shows
action transfer of VDSM on the moving MNIST dataset.
Figure 6 compares VDSM’s sequence generation performance against G3AN, MocoGAN, and S3VAE, where it
can be seen that VDSM outperforms the adversarial methods, and performs comparably to S3VAE, despite not requiring additional information (e.g. optical flow).4 Figure 7 compares the action transfer performance of VDSM
against DSA, S3VAE and MonkeyNet, again highlighting
that VDSM is comparable to S3VAE despite not requiring additional information during training (e.g. optical
flow). Figure 8 demonstrates the pre-trained components
of VDSM performing identity and expression transfer, illustrating how the model can disentangle pose and identity
without needing to model sequences.
Results on the synthetic pendulum dataset are shown
in Figure 3 in the supplementary material. These results
demonstrate that, even though VDSM was only trained on
sequence segments which were 16 frames long, the network
can generate sequences following the dynamics of a pendulum with an arbitrary number of frames (40 frames are
shown in the figure). The figure also demonstrates action
swapping, where the dynamics of one pendulum is transferred to another.

5. Summary
We presented VDSM, an unsupervised state-space
model for video disentanglement. VDSM incorporates a
range of inductive biases including a hierarchical latent
structure, a dynamic prior, a seq2seq network, and a mixture of experts decoder. The evaluation demonstrated that
the network informatively embeds and disentangles static
and time-varying factors, as well as generating quality video
many frames into the future. VDSM’s performance matches
or exceeds that of methods requiring additional supervision
(such as optical flow) or adversarial training.
4 Sequences are downsampled - for full sequences see supplementary
material.
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